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 HANNAH ARENDT

 Society and Culture

 Mass otlture and mass society (the very terms were still a sign of
 reprobation a few years ago, implying that mass society was a de
 praved form of society and mass culture a contradiction in terms ) are
 considered by almost everybody today as something with which we
 must come to terms, and in which we must discover some "positive"
 aspects?if only because mass culture is the culture of a mass society.
 And mass society, whether we hke it or not, is going to stay with us
 into the foreseeable future. No doubt mass society and mass culture
 are interrelated phenomena. Mass society comes about when "the
 mass of the population has become incorporated into society."* Since
 society originally comprehended those parts of the population which
 disposed of leisure time and the wealth which goes with it, mass
 society does indeed indicate a new order in which the masses have
 been hberated "from the burden of physically exhausting labor."f
 Historically as well as conceptually, therefore, mass society has been
 preceded by society, and society is no more a generic term than is
 mass society; it too can be dated and described historically. It is
 older, to be sure, than mass society, but not older than the modern
 age. In fact, all the traits that crowd psychology has meanwhile
 discovered in mass man: his loneliness (and loneliness is neither
 isolation nor solitude) regardless of his adaptability; his excitability
 and lack of standards; his capacity for consumption, accompanied
 by inability to judge or even to distinguish; above all, his egocen
 tricity and that fateful alienation from the world which, since Rous
 seau, he mistakes for self-alienation?all these traits first appeared in
 "good society," where there was no question of masses, numerically
 speaking. The first mass men, we are tempted to say, quantitatively

 Edward Shils, see page 288.
 ilbid., page 289.
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 so little constituted a mass that they could even imagine they con
 stituted an ehte, the ehte of good society.

 Let me therefore first say a few words on the older phenomena of
 society and its relation to culture: say them not primarily for histor
 ical reasons, but because they relate facts that seem to me little
 known in this country. It may be this lack of knowledge that leads
 Mr. Shils to say "individuality has flowered in mass society," whereas
 actually the modern individual was defined and, indeed, discovered
 by those who?like Rousseau in the eighteenth or John Stuart Mill
 in the nineteenth century?found themselves in open rebellion against
 society. Individualism and the "sensibility and privacy" which go
 with it?the discovery of intimacy as the atmosphere the individual
 needs for his full development?came about at a time when society
 was not yet a mass phenomenon but still thought of itself in terms of
 "good society" or (especially in Central Europe) of "educated and
 cultured society." And it is against this background that we must
 understand the modern (and no longer so modern) individual who,
 as we all know from nineteenth- and twentieth-century novels, can
 only be understood as part of the society against which he tried to
 assert himself and which always got the better of him.

 The chances of this individual's survival lay in the simultaneous
 presence within the population of other nonsociety strata into which
 the rebellious individual could escape; one reason why rebellious
 individuals so frequently ended by becoming revolutionaries as well

 was that they discovered in those who were not admitted to society
 certain traits of humanity which had become extinct in society. We
 need only read the record of the French Revolution, and recall to
 what an extent the very concept of le peuple received its connota
 tions from a rebellion against the corruption and hypocrisy of the
 salons, to realize what the true role of society was throughout the
 nineteenth century. A good part of the despair of individuals under
 the conditions of mass society is due to the fact that these avenues of
 escape are, of course, closed as soon as society has incorporated all
 the strata of the population.

 Generally speaking, I think it has been the great good fortune of
 this country to have this intermediary stage of good and cultured
 society play a relatively minor role in its development; but the dis
 advantage of this good fortune today is that those few who will still
 make a stand against mass culture as an unavoidable consequence
 of mass society are tempted to look upon these earlier phenomena
 of society and culture as a kind of golden age and lost paradise,
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 precisely because they know so httle of it. America has been only too
 well acquainted with the barbarian philistinism of the nouveau
 riche, but it has only a nodding acquaintance with the equally an
 noying cultural and educated philistinism of a society where culture
 actually has what Mr. Shils calls "snob-value," and where it is a
 matter of status to be educated.

 This cultural philistinism is today in Europe rather a matter of the
 past, for the simple reason that the whole development of modern art
 started from and remained committed to a profound mistrust not
 only of cultural philistinism but also of the word culture itself. It is
 still an open question whether it is more difficult to discover the
 great authors of the past without the help of any tradition than it is
 to rescue them from the rubbish of educated philistinism. And this
 task of preserving the past without the help of tradition, and often
 even against traditional standards and interpretations, is the same
 for the whole of Western civilization. Intellectually, though not
 socially, America and Europe are in the same situation: the thread
 of tradition is broken, and we must discover the past for ourselves?
 that is, read its authors as though nobody had ever read them before.
 In this task, mass society is much less in our way than good and edu
 cated society, and I suspect that this kind of reading was not uncom
 mon in nineteenth-century America precisely because this country
 was still that ' unstoried wilderness" from which so many American
 writers and artists tried to escape. That American fiction and poetry
 have so suddenly and richly come into their own, ever since Whitman
 and Melville, may have something to do with this.

 It would be unfortunate indeed if out of the dilemmas and dis
 tractions of mass culture and mass society there should arise an al
 together unwarranted and idle yearning for a state of affairs which
 is not better but only a bit more old-fashioned. And the eager and
 uncritical acceptance of such obviously snobbish and philistine terms
 as highbrow, middlebrow, and lowbrow is a rather ominous sign.
 For the only nonsocial and authentic criterion for works of culture
 is, of course, their relative permanence and even their ultimate
 immortality. The point of the matter is that as soon as the immortal

 works of the past became the object of "refinement" and acquired the
 status which went with it, they lost their most important and
 elemental quahty, which is to grasp and move the reader or spec
 tator, throughout the centuries. The very word "culture" became
 suspect precisely because it indicated that "pursuit of perfection"
 which to Matthew Arnold was identical with the "pursuit of sweet
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 ness and hght." It was not Plato, but a reading of Plato, prompted
 by the ulterior motive of self-perfection, that became suspect; and
 the "pursuit of sweetness and light," with all its overtones of good
 society, was held in contempt because of its rather obvious effort
 to keep reahty out of one's hfe by looking at everything through a
 veil of sweetness and light. The astounding recovery of the creative
 arts in the twentieth century, and a less apparent but perhaps no
 less real recovery of the greatness of the past, began when good
 society lost its monopolizing grip on culture, together with its
 dominant position in society as a whole.

 Here we are not concerned with society, however, but with culture
 ?or rather with what happens to culture under the different condi
 tions of society and of mass society. In society, culture, even more
 than other realities, had become what only then began to be called
 a "value," that is, a social commodity which could be circulated and
 cashed in on as social coinage for the purpose of acquiring social
 status. Cultural objects were transformed into values when the
 cultural philistine seized upon them as a currency by which he
 bought a higher position in society?higher, that is, than in his own
 opinion he deserved either by nature or by birth. Cultural values,
 therefore, were what values have always been, exchange values;
 in passing from hand to hand, they were worn down hke an old coin.
 They lost the faculty which is originally peculiar to all cultural
 things, the faculty of arresting our attention and moving us. This
 process of transformation was called the devaluation of values,
 and its end came with the "bargain-sale of values" (Ausverkauf der

 Werte) during the 'twenties and 'thirties, when cultural and moral
 values were "sold out" together.

 Perhaps the chief difference between society and mass society is
 that society wanted culture, evaluated and devaluated cultural things
 into social commodities, used and abused them for its own selfish
 purposes, but did not "consume" them. Even in their most worn
 out shapes, these things remained things, they were not "consumed"
 and swallowed up but retained their worldly objectivity. Mass
 society, on the contrary, wants not culture but entertainment, and
 the wares offered by the entertainment industry are indeed consumed
 by society just as are any other consumer goods. The products
 needed for entertainment serve the hfe process of society, even
 though they may not be as necessary for this hfe as bread and meat.
 They serve, as the phrase is, to while away time, and the vacant time
 which is whiled away is not leisure time, strictly speaking, that is,
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 time in which we are truly hberated from all cares and activities
 necessitated by the life process, and therefore free for the world
 and its "culture"; it is rather leftover time, which still is biological
 in nature, leftover after labor and sleep have received their due.
 Vacant time which entertainment is supposed to fill is a hiatus in the
 biologically conditioned cycle of labor, in "the metabolism of man
 with nature," as Marx used to say.

 Under modern conditions, this hiatus is constantly growing; there
 is more and more time freed that must be filled with entertainment,

 but this enormous increase in vacant time does not change the nature
 of the time. Entertainment, hke labor and sleep, is irrevocably part
 of the biological hfe process. And biological life is always, whether
 one is laboring or at rest, engaged in consumption or in the passive
 reception of amusement, a metabolism feeding on things by devour
 ing them. The commodities the entertainment industry offers are
 not "things'?cultural objects whose excellence is measured by their
 ability to withstand the life process and to become permanent appur
 tenances of the world?and they should not be judged according to
 these standards; nor are they values which exist to be used and
 exchanged; they are rather consumer goods destined to be used up,
 as are any other consumer goods.

 Panis et circenses truly belong together; both are necessary for
 life, for its preservation and recuperation, and both vanish in the
 course of the hfe process?that is, both must constantly be produced
 anew and offered anew, lest this process cease entirely. The standards
 by which both should be judged are indeed freshness and novelty
 standards by which we today (and, I think, quite mistakenly) judge
 cultural and artistic objects as well, things which are supposed to
 remain in the world even after we have left it.

 As long as the entertainment industry produces its own consumer
 goods, all is well, and we can no more reproach it for the nondura
 bility of its articles than we can reproach a bakery because it pro
 duces goods which, if they are not to spoil, must be consumed as
 soon as they are made. It has always been the mark of educated
 philistinism to despise entertainment and amusement because no
 "value" could be derived from them. In so far as we are all subject
 to life's great cycle, we all stand in need of entertainment and
 amusement in some form or other, and it is sheer hypocrisy or social
 snobbery to deny that we can be amused and entertained by exactly
 the same things which amuse and entertain the masses of our fellow

 men. As far as the survival of culture is concerned, it certainly is
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 less threatened by those who fill vacant time with amusement and
 entertainment than by those who fill it with some haphazard educa
 tional gadget in order to improve their social standing.

 If mass culture and the entertainment industry were the same, I
 should not worry much, even though it is true that, in Mr. Shils's
 words, "the immense advance in audibility and visibility" of this
 whole sector of life, which formerly had been "relatively silent and
 unseen by the intellectuals," creates a serious problem for the artist
 and intellectual. It is as though the futility inherent in entertainment
 had been permitted to permeate the whole social atmosphere, and
 the often described malaise of the artists and intellectuals is of course

 partly due to their inability to make themselves heard and seen in the
 tumultuous uproar of mass society, or to penetrate its noisy futility.
 But this protest of the artist against society is as old as society,
 though not older; the great revival of nearly all the arts in our cen
 tury (which perhaps one day will seem one of the great artistic?and
 of course scientific?periods of Western civilization) began with the
 malaise of the artist in society, with his decision to turn his back
 upon it and its "values," to leave the dead to bury the dead. As far as
 artistic productivity is concerned, it should not be more difficult to
 withstand the massive temptations of mass culture, or to keep from
 being thrown out of gear by the noise and humbug of mass society,
 than it was to avoid the more sophisticated temptations and the more
 insidious noises of the cultural snobs in refined society.
 Unhappily, the case is not that simple. The entertainment industry

 is confronted with gargantuan appetites, and since its wares disap
 pear in consumption, it must constantly offer new commodities. In
 this predicament, those who produce for the mass media ransack
 the entire range of past and present culture in the hope of finding
 suitable material. This material, however, cannot be offered as it
 is; it must be prepared and altered in order to become entertaining;
 it cannot be consumed as it is.

 Mass culture comes into being when mass society seizes upon
 cultural objects, and its danger is that the life process of society
 (which like all biological processes insatiably draws everything
 available into the cycle of its metabolism) will literally consume the
 cultural objects, eat them up and destroy them. I am not referring
 to the phenomenon of mass distribution. When cultural objects,
 books, or pictures in reproduction, are thrown on the market cheaply
 and attain huge sales, this does not affect the nature of the goods
 in question. But their nature is affected when these objects them
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 selves are changed (rewritten, condensed, digested, reduced to
 Kitsch in the course of reproduction or preparation for the movies )
 in order to be put into usable form for a mass sale which they other
 wise could not attain.

 Neither the entertainment industry itself nor mass sales as such
 are signs of, not what we call mass culture, but what we ought more
 accurately to call the decay of culture in mass society. This decay
 sets in when liberties are taken with these cultural objects in order
 that they may be distributed among masses of people. Those who
 actively promote this decay are not the Tin Pan Alley composers but
 a special kind of intellectuals, often well read and well informed,
 whose sole function is to organize, disseminate, and change cultural
 objects in order to make them palatable to those who want to be
 entertained or?and this is worse?to be "educated," that is, to acquire
 as cheaply as possible some kind of cultural knowledge to improve
 their social status.

 Richard Blackmur (in a recent article on the "Role of the Intel
 lectual," in the Kenyon Review) has brilliantly shown that the pres
 ent malaise of the intellectual springs from the fact that he finds
 himself surrounded, not by the masses, from whom, on the contrary,
 he is carefully shielded, but by these digesters, re-writers, and chang
 ers of culture whom we find in every publishing house in the United
 States, and in the editorial offices of nearly every magazine. And
 these "professionals" are ably assisted by those who no longer write
 books but fabricate them, who manufacture a "new" textbook out of
 four or five already on the market, and who then have, as Blackmur
 shows, only one worry?how to avoid plagiarism. (Meanwhile the
 editor does his best to substitute clich?s for sheer illiteracy. ) Here
 the criterion of novelty, quite legitimate in the entertainment indus
 try, becomes a simple fake and, indeed, a threat: it is only too likely
 that the "new" textbook will crowd out the older ones, which usually
 are better, not because they are older, but because they were still
 written in response to authentic needs.

 This state of affairs, which indeed is equaled nowhere else in the
 world, can properly be called mass culture; its promoters are neither
 the masses nor their entertainers, but are those who try to entertain
 the masses with what once was an authentic object of culture, or
 to persuade them that Hamlet can be as entertaining as My Fair
 Lady, and educational as well. The danger of mass education is
 precisely that it may become very entertaining indeed; there are
 many great authors of the past who have survived centuries of
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 oblivion and neglect, but it is still an open question whether they will
 be able to survive an entertaining version of what they have to say.

 The malaise of the intellectual in the atmosphere of mass culture
 is much more legitimate than his malaise in mass society; it is caused
 socially by the presence of these other intellectuals, the manufactur
 ers of mass culture, from whom he finds it difficult to distinguish
 himself and who, moreover, always outnumber him, and therefore
 acquire that kind of power which is generated whenever people band
 together and act more or less in concert. The power of the many
 (legitimate only in the realm of pohtics and the field of action) has
 always been a threat to the strength of the few; it is a threat under
 the most favorable circumstances, and it has always been felt to be
 more dangerous when it arises from within a group's own ranks.
 Culturally, the malaise is caused, I think, not so much by the massive
 temptations and the high rewards which await those who are willing
 to alter their products to make them acceptable for a mass market,
 as by the constant irritating care each of us has to exert in order to
 protect his product against the demands and the ingenuity of those
 who think they know how to "improve" it.

 Culture relates to objects and is a phenomenon of the world; enter
 tainment relates to people and is a phenomenon of life. If life is no
 longer content with the pleasure which is always coexistent with the
 toil and labor inherent in the metabolism of man with nature, if vital

 energy is no longer fully used up in this cycle, then life may reach out
 for the things of the world, may violate and consume them. It will
 prepare these things of the world until they are fit for consumption;
 it will treat them as if they were articles of nature, articles which

 must also be prepared before they can enter into man's metabolism.
 Consumption of the things of nature does no harm to them; they

 are constantly renewed because man, in so far as he lives and labors,
 toils and recuperates, is also a creature of nature, a part of the great
 cycle in which all nature wheels. But the things of the world which
 are made by man (in so far as he is a worldly and not merely a nat
 ural being), these things are not renewed of their own accord. When
 life seizes upon them and consumes them at its pleasure, for enter
 tainment, they simply disappear. And this disappearance, which
 first begins in mass culture?that is, the "culture" of a society poised
 between the alternatives of laboring and of consuming?is something
 different from the wear and tear culture suffered when its things were
 made into exchange values, and circulated in society until their
 original stamp and meaning were scarcely recognizable.
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 If we wish to classify these two anticultural processes in historical
 and sociological terms, we may say that the devaluation of culture in
 good society through the cultural philistines was the characteristic
 peril of commercial society, whose primary pubhc area was the
 exchange market for goods and ideas. The disappearance of culture
 in a mass society, on the other hand, comes about when we have a
 consumers' society which, in so far as it produces only for consump
 tion, does not need a pubhc worldly space whose existence is inde
 pendent of and outside the sphere of its hfe process. In other words,
 a consumers' society does not know how to take care of the world
 and the things which belong to it: the society's own chief attitude
 toward objects, the attitude of consumption, spells ruin to every
 thing it touches. If we understand by culture what it originally

 meant ( the Roman cultura?derived from col?re, to take care of and
 preserve and cultivate) then we can say without any exaggeration
 that a society obsessed with consumption cannot at the same time
 be cultured or produce a culture.

 For all their differences, however, one thing is common to both
 these anticultural processes: they arise when all the worldly objects
 produced by the present or the past have become "social," are related
 to society, and are seen in their merely functional aspect. In the one
 case, society uses and exchanges, evaluates and devaluates them; in
 the other, it devours and consumes them. This functionalization or
 "societization" of the world is by no means a matter of course; the
 notion that every object must be functional, fulfilling some needs of
 society or of the individual?the church a rehgious need, the paint
 ing the need for self-expression in the painter and the need of self
 perfection in the onlooker, and so on?is historically so new that one
 is tempted to speak of a modern prejudice. The cathedrals were
 built ad majorem gloriam Dei; while they as buildings certainly
 served the needs of the community, their elaborate beauty can never
 be explained by these needs, which could have been served quite as
 well by any nondescript building.

 An object is cultural to the extent that it can endure; this dura
 bility is the very opposite of its functionality, which is the quahty
 which makes it disappear again from the phenomenal world by
 being used and used up. The "thingness" of an object appears in its
 shape and appearance, the proper criterion of which is beauty. If
 we wanted to judge an object by its use value alone, and not also
 by its appearance (that is, by whether it is beautiful or ugly or
 something in between), we would first have to pluck out our eyes.
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 Thus, the functionalization of the world which occurs in both society
 and mass society deprives the world of culture as well as beauty.
 Culture can be safe only with those who love the world for its own
 sake, who know that without the beauty of man-made, worldly
 things which we call works of art, without the radiant glory in which
 potential imperishability is made manifest to the world and in the
 world, all human hfe would be futile and no greatness could endure.
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